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• One of the main goals of public and private cultural 
institutions (GLAMs) is the promotion and dissemination 
of knowledge.

• The meeting between the languages and methods of 
traditional cultural promotion (non-virtual exhibitions) 
and the promotion and dissemination of knowledge 
through web-based methods (online virtual exhibitions) 
made it necessary in Italy in 2011 to draft shared 
guidelines and recommendations to encourage the use 
of the web and maximize its potential.
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http://www.otebac.it/index.php?it/320/mostre-virtuali-online-linee-guida-per-la-realizzazione
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These guidelines, edited by MiBAC, aimed at:

• Illustrating the state of the art (2011) on online virtual 
exhibitions, both on the basis of the actual experience
accrued by various Italian institutes and the observation 
and analysis of international products

• clarifying some concepts that in literature were not yet 
fully codified, and giving some recommendations and a 
tool kit to institutions who want to realise projects.

• Served as basis for INDICATE Guidelines (see further)
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Cultural institutions are increasingly recurring to exhibitions 
that fall outside the traditional space/time parameters, and 
are instead staged on IT platforms accessible via the web. 

These are online virtual exhibitions.

Glossary
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Current debate:
digital exhibition vs. virtual exhibition

Virtual exhibitions: to be used mainly in the case of 3D 
reconstructions in which there is actually also a virtualization 
environment in which the works are located (e.g. walk 
through old Rome)

Digital exhibitions: the object is not faced with any kind of 
reconstruction, the work of art is approached "individually", 
included in a "path" that performs logical combination of 
materials based on different criteria: subject, author, time , 
technicalities, ...

Glossary



An online virtual/digital exhibition is a hypermedia 
collection accessible via the web, and made up of digital 
items which are:

• linked together by a common thread, an interdisciplinary topic, a 
concept, an idea, an anniversary, a special event, or a physical 
person – mostly curated

• displayed in 2D or 3D
• made accessible through the potential provided by modern 

technology, thanks to a system architecture designed to provide 
user-centred, absorbing experiences

• dynamic products that can offer services and be updated 
periodically.

• Virtual/digital exhibitions are often generated by real events, even though 
they may result in products that are autonomous, due to the web language 
they use.
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• The most sophisticated are complex virtual/digital 
exhibitions making full use of the conceptual, instrumental, 
and linguistic tools provided by new technologies, and using the 
full extent of their potential.
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During the conception phase, the contents of a virtual exhibition can be 
aggregated according to thematic relations, which may be more or less 
prevalent and non-exclusive depending on the objectives to be pursued, 
such as:

Spatial aggregation: objects are connected by real or reconstructed 
spatial links (e.g. geographic, environmental, urban, housing, etc.)
Temporal aggregation: objects are connected by chronological links 
(e.g. historical period, event, celebration, phase, etc.)
Typological aggregation: objects are connected by their typology (e.g. 
style, manufacturing technique, material, production, etc.)
Comparative aggregation: objects are aggregated on the basis of links 
arising out of the comparison with other models, thus creating a network 
of similar contents (e.g. comparisons between civilizations, roles, etc.).

Digital Exhibitions



– help promote the cultural heritage preserved by the 
institution

– are a learning tool that helps enhance knowledge 
– can make accessible an amount of documents and 

items that is much greater than what any material 
exhibition could ever manage to display 

– can make accessible to the public the most valuable
works and documents, without putting the national and 
international cultural heritage at risk 

Advantages of VE
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– help users enjoy documents and works that 
may not be accessible otherwise

– make it possible to view parts and details of 
works that could not otherwise be seen, not 
even through the direct observation of the 
original 

– remain accessible over time, since they are 
not limited to the duration  of the actual event

– can almost always be “visited” free of charge
by users from all over the world, who may not 
be able to visit the actual exhibition 

Advantages of VE



– they are dynamic, since they can be modified even 
after they have been changed, both with regards to 
planning aspects and to their activities and contents 

– can be enhanced by the contributions of users
– they can be staged even on limited budgets, and are 

less expensive that actual exhibitions 
– they can serve as an online archive for information 

related to the material exhibition
– they can have positive repercussions on the tourism 

industry.

Advantages of VE
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Any virtual/digital exhibition must rest upon an information 
architecture that makes up the logical and semantic 
organizational structure of the project’s information, content, 
processes and  functionality. It is at the heart of any 
interaction design project.

The structure of a virtual/digital exhibition is composed of 
digital content, information and services.
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In the framework of the 
INDICATE project

http://www.indicate-project.eu/

More than 150 pages

Other references:

INDICATE workshop on digital 
exhbitions

Amman, 11 December 2011
The scope of the workshop was to present 
best practice examples of virtual exhibitions, 
to discuss how e-Infrastructures can be used 
to enhance virtual exhibitions applications, to 
analyse the resources which e-Infrastructures 
offer, and how they can be deployed to deal 
with virtual exhibitions implementations. 

English edition



• 2.1. Conception
– 2.1.1 Brainstorming 
– 2.1.2 Thematic relations
– 2.1.3 Virtual exhibitions and thematic routes for educational purposes

• 2.2. From planning to creation [but also: who is your audience?]
– 2.2.1. The project team
– 2.2.2. Selection of digital resources
– 2.2.3 Definition of the architecture: contents, information, and services
– 2.2.4  The technology to be used

• 2.2.4.1 Mobile devices
• 2.2.4.2 Augmented reality

– 2.2.5  The budget
– 2.2.6 Definition of operating phases and timeline

• 2.3 Testing, publication, communication, and dissemination
– 2.3.1  Testing and publication
– 2.3.2. Communication and dissemination

• 2.3.2.1 Traditional communication tools
• 2.3.2.2 Social media marketing

• 2.4 Updating, maintenance, and conservation
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MOVIO project 
MOVIO project (24 months)
a project by ICCU 
cofunded by Fondazione Telecom Italia
developed by GruppoMeta

A kit to build online virtual exhibitions online.

Through it, cultural institutions will be able 
to highlight masterpieces of their collections, as well as 
less known or “not visible” works of art.

An example of public‐private partnership



Use in AthenaPlus
Based on recommendations from the 
‐ WG on digital exhibitions
‐ WG in the framework of WP5
MOVIO has been further refined to accomodate better
the needs of you: professionals from the (digital) 
cultural heritage sector.

Further iteration and improvement starts today: as a 
pilot partner, you will set up a trajectory that renders
feedback and is the input for enchancing the tool 
(technically, usability, …)
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Training materials available online
http://wiki.athenaplus.eu
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Questions and open issues?

Maria Teresa Natale 
Istituto centrale per il catalogo unico delle biblioteche 

mariateresa.natale@gmail.com
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